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Introduction 

This document lists all the comments made by respondents to the Ocle Pychard Group residents’ 

questionnaire survey, which was undertaken to inform work on the Neighbourhood Plan in November 2016.    

The questionnaire included a number of open questions inviting free-write comments on aspects of 

development and the environment.  The responses are set out individually here question by question.  

Comments are repeated verbatim and place names are as given. They have been analysed and the results are 

summarised in the Results Report.   

Completed questionnaires have been numbered to aid analysis, and these numbers are given here.  

Questionnaires remain anonymous. 

Comments have been entered into the various tables comprising the report by Pam Harmsworth, NDP 

Administrator.  The comments have been reviewed and the report completed for the Ocle Pychard NDP 

Steering Group by Dr. D.J. Nicholson.  

February 2017 
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Q1: Do you have any comments on this vision for the future of our parishes?   

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5  

8 Fully supported. We do not wish to see unjustifiable planning decisions eg Stone 
Barn Farm Felton which is totally out of proportion.  

9 Fully supported. 

10  Agree 

11 Agree 

14 The future for Burley Gate especially will depend on a complete overhaul and 
rethink of the traffic situation. 

15 I am particularly concerned with item 3 

17 Any development should be kept in village settlements.  Not done as ribbon 
development.  Also small country lanes are already over crowded.  Main road 
development would be best. 

18 Any development should be kept in village settlements.  Not done as ribbon 
development.  Also small country lanes are already over crowded.  Main road 
development would be best. 

33 I agree with the draft vision, particularly regarding the needs of all ages. 

34 A good aim point. Let’s see how close we can get to it! 

35 Agreed 

42 A sustainable rural environment 

44 My vision would be to see the local council owned farms still being farmed by 
tenants and selling local produced products to the surrounding area. These 
people need our support and protection. 

48 This all sounds very reasonable & sensible. 

49 I agree 

51 No further comments 

52 Agree 

53 Agree 

55 A location of new homes that has rural landscapes, that wildlife isn’t disturbed 
and still be a peaceful environment. 

63 Agree with the aims above. 

66 I am pleased we have begun the process of a NDP as it gives everyone the 
chance to voice their opinions & views. We have few local services yet our 
community continues to thrive especially now we have our Community Shop & 
Post Office.  People now seem more interested and ‘engaging’ about what goes 
on in the community. I agree with this vision. We must also not build houses if 
people do not have transport to work or footpaths for children to walk on.  Few 
of us have mains gas.  Most of us have poor mobile phone & internet connection 

69 We need a greater spread of ages, and specifically the younger generation. 

70 We need to encourage more young people and families to settle in the area as it 
is becoming very geriatric! 

74 Totally agree 

75 I agree wholeheartedly with the above statement. 

79 Burley Gate should be developed further, not Ocle Pychard, Felton or Ullingswick 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

80 Burley Gate should be developed further, not Ocle Pychard, Felton or Ullingswick 

81 Burley Gate should be developed further, not Ocle Pychard, Felton or Ullingswick 

82 Burley Gate should be developed further, not Ocle Pychard, Felton or Ullingswick 

84 Protect the natural beauty of the area 

86 Agree in principle 

87 Agree in principle 

94 I agree with the vision 

97 To be able to support current existing residents in farming and small businesses.  
For young people to raise families in the countryside while supporting the local 
economy 

100 Encourage young families to stay in the parish. 

101 Houses needed for families of current residents. 

102 Opportunities for young people to live & work in the area. 

103 Would like to build a house in Lower Hope Ullingswick. 

105 It sounds great! 

106 A noble vision.  Can all this really be met with ‘careful and limited change’?  For a 
truly dynamic community, I would like to add ‘incomes’ into the statement.  
Where the needs of all ages/incomes....... 

107 No 

108 No 

111 It’s a good vision to have, but let’s see what happens 

113 No 

114 Agree 

115 I can support this vision providing that the farming enterprises do not include 
factory raising of animals, large sheds for the maintenance of farm machinery, or 
plastic tunnels for strawberries, etc, and no alien plant growth such as elephant 
grass. 

116 I agree with the above 

117 With so little local employment (i.e. within 5+ miles) most of the community is 
and has been for some time an area where people retire to in comfortable 
properties with 2/3 cars.  Do not believe affordable build will find buyers so best 
to focus on quality properties, detached oak framed seems to better fit the bill 
around here. 

121 Stop setting housing as priority above amenities – you can’t have one without 
the other being fundamental. 

122 Any development should be sympathetic to the area 
- no increase in noise or light pollution 
- no significant increase in traffic on the narrow lanes 
The last point about protection of the rural environment is key 

123 Any development should be sympathetic to the area 
- no increase in noise or light pollution 
- no significant increase in traffic on the narrow lanes 
The last point about protection of the rural environment is key 

124 This seems a very good vision for our local communities.  The only thing lacking is 
something about our contribution as local communities to the larger 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

communities to which we belong. 

125 We need to retain the current shape of the area which means not bringing any 
large scale developments (say more than half a dozen dwellings in one place).  
Better use of any locations identified as suitable for development by having say, 
two smaller houses or bungalows rather than one large one. 

130 No 

131 No 

134 I suggest adding to the first bullet after ‘communities’ – including the school, 
with associated housing, village hall and shop.  Other than that, I very much 
agree with the draft vision. 

135 The school should have a most prominent and prioritised place in the plan, as 
sustainability is almost entirely dependent in the longer term on the presence 
and provision for children.  Therefore housing and other facilities should reflect 
this. 

136 All communities to be supported by county council services – roads, waste 
collections, etc.  No withdrawal/abandonment of scattered villages & hamlets 

137 Agreed 

138 Agreed 

140 Agree with all above but stress need for affordable housing 

143 I agree with the vision of above 

144 I agree with the vision of above 

145 Agree with the draft vision 

146 Agree with the draft vision 

147 Point one above is, in my opinion, not attainable 
Points two and three above are mutually exclusive 

148 Are so many houses really necessary? 

152 Such a vision is excellent but unattainable without good communications:  public 
transport, maintained roads, broadband and fair but firm planning enforcement 

154 N/A 

155 Affordable homes for young people in the villages 

156 Affordable homes for young people in the villages 

161 Seems very reasonable 

162 Agreed 

163 No comment 

166 In order for any of the above to be successful you first need the infrastructure to 
support it.  We do not have anything that would offer this level of support – 
transport, schools, doctors, roads, etc. 
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Q6: Are there any specific locations in or adjacent to Burley Gate, Ocle Pychard or Ullingswick that 

you think are suitable for new homes? If so, where, and why? 

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 No.  

8 No opinions. 

9 No opinions.  

15 No 

16 No 

18 Do not know of any sites 

19 Not adverse to a small development opposite the school in Burley Gate 

25 No 

26 No 

27 Strip of land between Holme Oaks and Main Road (by bus stop) 

28 Orchard next to ex Burley Gate pub. 

32 By school 

33 Vacant farm buildings for conversion e.g. Monkton Farm.  Also, new houses near 
to BG school. 

34 Monkton Farm conversion. Land opposite Burley Gate school. 

35 Fresh sites for approximately 10 houses. Avoid infilling. 

41 Don’t know 

42 Do not know the area enough to make suggestions 

43 No 

44 Close to main roads. The B roads are already busy. 

48 What about Felton? Mentioned in the title of this questionnaire. 

55 The land at the side of Holme Oaks, farmland belongs to Hereford Council, 
opposite Jones Garage 

61 Old Monkton Farm Shop 

63 Along the road opposite PW Jones Garage. Would extend lower speed limit and 
footpath. 

64 Area east side of road into Ocle Pychard from Burley Gate 

69 1) Adjacent the old police station on the west of it 
2) Just off the A465, adjacent to the West Hyde road and to the west of it 

74 Along the A417 north of the roundabout 
Along the road to Much Cowarne in Burley Gate 

76 Burley Gate by main road 

77 Burley Gate by main road 

78 Burley Gate by main road 

79 Burley Gate.  Monkton adjoining main road.  Vacant council farmland. 

80 Burley Gate.  Monkton adjoining main road.  Vacant council farmland. 

81 Burley Gate.  Monkton adjoining main road.  Vacant council farmland. 

82 Burley Gate.  Monkton adjoining main road.  Vacant council farmland. 

84 Field opposite shop/Post Office – near school – shop – Post Office Bus stop 

85 Field opposite shop/Post Office – near school – shop – Post Office Bus stop 

88 I believe that development along Criftage Road, Ullingswick would be suitable.  
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

The hop yard field, in particular, as it sits in an elevated position leading to very 
little likelihood of flooding.  Also, it is close to the heart of the village without 
overcrowding. 

89 I believe that development along Criftage Road, Ullingswick would be suitable.  
The hop yard field, in particular, as it sits in an elevated position leading to very 
little likelihood of flooding.  Also, it is close to the heart of the village without 
overcrowding. 

90 Yes, Criftage Road. This has some room which may be useful. 

94 My plot of land at the intersection of A103 and Wilden Banks Road 

95 Insufficient knowledge for opinion 

96 Insufficient knowledge for opinion 

97 Lowdy Hall Farm, opposite existing cottages to support local farming and small 
business being run from there. 

100 At Lowdy Hall - conversion of unused buildings or on land adjacent to the farm 

101 At Lowdy Hall - conversion of unused buildings or on land adjacent to the farm 

102 At Lowdy Hall - conversion of unused buildings or on land adjacent to the farm 

103 At Lowdy Hall - conversion of unused buildings or on land adjacent to the farm 

104 In my opinion new homes should definitely be built on the A465, as this road has 
a good bus service. 

107 No 

108 No 

113 There is a field near the crossroads between Felton and Ullingswick on A417 
which is unused land!  The problem with Ullingswick is sewerage and the narrow 
lanes which makes difficulties! 

115 Yes, in the field adjacent to the BT workshop (?) near to the new village shop, but 
on the opposite side of the road.  Houses here would be close to the shop, 
school, transport routes and services.  Also, at Ocle Pychard but not in the 
historic core of the village which should be protected. 

116 Opposite BG School.  A417 near BG roundabout. 

117 Opposite BG School.  A417 near BG roundabout. 

121 Nearest to main roads – accessibility to services for non-drivers & school/shop 

122 No ideas 

123 No ideas 

128 Adjacent to A465  A417 south of Burley Gate Roundabout 

130 No 

131 No 

132 Not specific, but Burley Gate has the school, village hall, bus route and shop. 

134 Opposite the school in Burley Gate, because this would help to sustain a thriving 
school, shop and village life. 

135 Burley Gate, within walking distance of the school, shop, hall and public 
transport.  These facilities are only available here. 

136 In all parishes there will be orchards or spare land adjacent to existing houses 
where owners would welcome development. 

137 Adjoining the A465 at Burley Gate (see map) 
Adjoining A417 at Ullingswick.  Proximity to main roads.  Not bringing traffic into 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

narrow lanes. 

138 Agreed as above. 

140 Former farm shop at Ocle Pychard 

141 Wherever there is infill within the villages plus maybe possibility of small 
development (under 10) nearer services at Burley Gate 

142 Wherever there is infill within the villages plus maybe possibility of small 
development (under 10) nearer services at Burley Gate 

145 Burley Gate: infill between old police station and old Post Office 

146 As above 

147 Hillhampton, replace all the ugly and monstrous farm sheds with a small 
development of quality houses giving a much improved landscaped environment 

148 Burley Gate.  Access to infrastructure & amenities.  Ullingswick Barns at Old Rec.  
Redundant buildings & infill. 

149 The Old Barn near the church in Ullingswick, as they are redundant.  Also Burley 
Gate infill because of the services & amenities. 

150 Monkton 

151 Monkton 

152 Burley Gate needs development 

153 Along the main A465 road between Stoke Lacy and Burley Gate – no specific 
place identified.  There would be good vehicular access and access to a regular 
(?) bus service 

154 N/A 

155 Houses could be erected as infill in some cases 

156 Houses could be erected as infill in some cases 

159 Ullingswick – Haven Garage to A417 
Lower Hope – Infill behind garden Lower Hope Cottage 

160 Field at Burley Gate opposite school – near to roads services 
Infill – Felton, Ullingswick, Lower Hope – garden Lower Hope Cottage 

161 On A417 near the Haven, Ullingswick, for a small development but there is a 
need to be aware of possible flooding 

162 A465 East of Burley Gate, a main route with bus service.  Also the Haven, 
Ullingswick near A417 

163 No comment 

166 Opposite school & local shop in Burley Gate 
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Q7: Are there any specific locations where houses should not be built?  If so, where, and why? 

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

1 Felton. Very agricultural. Green belt. 

2 Felton. As the Stone Farm was not planned well for its location.  

5 Opposite or next to me.  

7 Green belt country.  

8 Further development on land adjacent to Stone Farm Felton. Existing 
development and amendments defies planning logic with uncertain future usage. 

9 Existing development and amendments defies planning logic with uncertain 
future usage. 

16 At the Kymin area as it is subject to flooding 

17 Conservation areas (Ocle Pychard) 

19 Try and keep the row of single houses on the skyline of village as per past 
planning requirements 

25 No 

26 On narrow lanes 

31 No building on farm land  Its for farming 

36 Not on any currently agricultural used land. 

37 Not on any currently agricultural used land. 

41 Avoid green belt farm land where possible 

42 I go with the “call for sites” idea 

43 No 

48 On greenfield sites. 

51 In the fields that back on to my garden!! Lyvers Ocle Farm 

55 Not next to the roundabout at Burley Gate 

62 The area around Lyvers Ocle at Ocle Mead which I believe is a historical site. 

66 There is a restrictive covenant on the first field on the left coming from the 
Burley Gate roundabout going towards Leominster on the A417 (belonging to the 
Panniers). No permanent structures are allowed. 

74 Not along the A465 between the roundabout and Old Post Office.  The road is 
already dangerous with the school, shop and hall.  There is one narrow 
pavement so increased numbers pedestrians would be in danger. 

76 Ocle Pychard – local flooding 
Intensification of traffic on narrow lanes – highway safety 

77 Ocle Pychard – local flooding 
Intensification of traffic on narrow lanes – highway safety 

78 Ocle Pychard – local flooding 
Intensification of traffic on narrow lanes – highway safety 

79 Ocle Pychard, narrow lane access, local flooding, strain upon local services 

80 Ocle Pychard, narrow lane access, local flooding, strain upon local services 

81 Ocle Pychard, narrow lane access, local flooding, strain upon local services 

82 Ocle Pychard, narrow lane access, local flooding, strain upon local services 

84 Along any single track lanes because of danger.  No farmland outside village 
centre. 

85 None on single track lanes.  Not on farmland outside village centre. 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

86 Not on any open farmland 

87 Not on any open farmland 

88 The road leading from the A417 through Upper Town, Ullingswick (past 
Dinmarsh & Mess’ farm).  This road is already very crowded with dwellings. 

89 The road leading from the A417 through Upper Town, Ullingswick (past 
Dinmarsh & Mess’ farm).  This road is already very crowded with dwellings. 

90 The road leading from the A417 through Upper Town, Ullingswick (past 
Dinmarsh & Mess’ farm).  This road is already very crowded with dwellings. 

91 The road leading from the A417 through Upper Town, Ullingswick (past 
Dinmarsh & Mess’ farm).  This road is already very crowded with dwellings. 

94 On land that is or can be farmed. 

95 Not be built in any location without full consideration of impact of increased 
traffic on narrow village lanes 

96 Not anywhere that will increase flood risk to existing roads and properties from 
increased surface run off. 

97 No 

104 On green belt land or anywhere that considerably compromises the countryside 
views our parish has. 

107 Away from major roads 

108 Not in conservation areas 

111 On main roads, e.g. A417 – extra traffic 

113 In the valley south of Pullen Farm in Ullingswick.  Sewerage? 

115 Yes, where this would need removal of trees, particularly those at Ocle Pychard, 
fine mature trees that should be protected.  Except for single houses on ‘infill’ 
plots, no housing developments should be located where road widening of lanes 
would be needed, and none where views from high ground would be spoiled.  
There should be no new housing in the vicinity of the original heart of 
Ullingswick, safeguarding its character and avoiding road widening.  The new 
lake should be protected. 

116 Yes, where this would need removal of trees, particularly those at Ocle Pychard, 
fine mature trees that should be protected.  Except for single houses on ‘infill’ 
plots, no housing developments should be located where road widening of lanes 
would be needed, and none where views from high ground would be spoiled.  
There should be no new housing in the vicinity of the original heart of 
Ullingswick, safeguarding its character and avoiding road widening.  The new 
lake should be protected. 

117 Because lanes are so narrow anywhere more than 200 yards from a A road 
would be a problem. 

119 Flood plains, conservation areas, on dangerous stretches of road 

121 On narrow/single track lanes – already in poor condition unable to sustain 
increase in vehicles 

122 Anywhere low-lying or where infrastructure or roads are poor & narrow 

123 Anywhere low-lying or where infrastructure or roads are poor & narrow 

125 Housing development must take into account the nature of the area.  The lack of 
mains drainage and the current water courses must be given full consideration 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

so there is no danger of polluting these. 

127 Not in floor plains 

128  Not near listed buildings 

130 Don’t know 

131 Not familiar with all of the areas therefore cannot comment on specific locations 

132 Ullingswick.  The lanes cannot cope with any more traffic & there are no 
amenities 

133 Anywhere as long as no existing properties are overlooked by the new building 

134 Fields surrounding Stone House Farm, in Ullingswick including existing access.  
This is important for achieving the draft vision in Q1. 

135 Productive farmland in Ullingswick as above, where both successful agriculture 
and landscape/wildlife are already achieved and sustainable. 

137 Anywhere away from the main roads to avoid bringing traffic down the narrow 
single track lanes.  Also not Upper Town, Ullingswick which is already v. 
developed 

138 Agreed as above 

140 On farmland 

141 Infill properties are better for communities so think it is better to not isolate 
houses, i.e. don’t put a house away from other properties 

142 Infill properties are better for communities so think it is better to not isolate 
houses, i.e. don’t put a house away from other properties 

145 Infill only not on productive agricultural land 

146 As above 

147 There should be no development in any of these or surrounding villages because 
this false housing requirement is just a political agenda of Hereford Council.  
There is and will not be any public transport so, more cars on roads.  Not very 
green.  Also the Council will probably not listen to any of our suggestions. 

148 Larger developments away from amenities & infrastructure should not be built 

149 No opinion 

150 Ullingswick & Ocle Pychard as the roads are too busy now 

151 Ullingswick & Ocle Pychard as the roads are too busy now 

152 In places where the lanes are narrow & lacking good visibility 

153 In places where the lanes are narrow & lacking good visibility 

154 N/A 

160 Need housing for younger families that live and work in the parishes, but are 
priced out of the current housing stock 

161 Current woods should not be disturbed and agricultural land currently in use for 
crops or equestrian use 

162 Wooded areas 

163 Ullingswick, poor access, no facilities 

166 Ullingswick and Ocle Pychard, too remote from access to major shopping at 
Bromyard, Hereford and Leominster 
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Q8: Do you have any other comments on housing, including housing need?   

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

1 No. 

2 No. 

5 No.  

8 Communities need to grow within the context of their size and facilities – 
especially young families. 

9 Communities need to grow within the context of their size and facilities – 
especially young families. 

11 There are also housing needs for disabled living 

15 No 

16 No 

18 Water supply needs to be improved 

19 Would be good to include some ecologically friendly housing, such as at Bishops 
Castle. 

25 No 

26 No 

27 Young families to keep the school and Post Office/shop going. 

33 Need to encourage families with young children. Eco homes/sustainable energy 
etc would be helpful – cheap to run too. 

34 Try to encourage younger families. 

36 No 

37 No 

41 Only build in area if there is associated work demand 

42 No 

43 No 

49 More 2 bedroom detached houses with small gardens 

51 No comments 

52 Housing that people working locally can afford. 

55 Need more bungalows with solar panels, eco friendly, e.g. I having no gas mains 
in Ocle Pychard. 

64 Needs to be low cost housing for starters 

66 We have a school, a village hall, a playgroup, a village shop & Post Office. No 
other amenities. The bus service is inflexible and sparse. People moving into the 
area without their own transport would find it isolating.  There is no employment 
in the area & it would be virtually impossible to get to and from work on public 
transport 

74 A wider range of housing inc 3 bedrooms in more local/vernacular style but with 
proper eco friendly attributes – solar panels as standard, etc. 

76 Need for social housing  
Affordable to keep local families in their communities. 

77 Need for social housing  
Affordable to keep local families in their communities. 

78 Need for social housing  
Affordable to keep local families in their communities. 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

79 Listen and carefully respond to views of local people. They have a wealth of 
knowledge about their respective housing needs. 

80 Listen and carefully respond to views of local people. They have a wealth of 
knowledge about their respective housing needs. 

81 Listen and carefully respond to views of local people. They have a wealth of 
knowledge about their respective housing needs. 

82 Listen and carefully respond to views of local people. They have a wealth of 
knowledge about their respective housing needs. 

86 ‘Affordable housing’ is a con trick.  They can’t be protected against market 
forces.  There is a need for social housing protected from the right to buy. 

87 To protect Ullingswick’s character, a maximum 5 of the 36 would be suitable. 

90 It would be acceptable to house the next generation so they won’t move away & 
the villages aloud to die! 

93 All developments to be kept in keeping with existing villages – affordable housing 
to be local connection to village only 

95 We believe that for villages to thrive they need to have a mixed population 

96 Young families, older retired working families, from a wide range of social 
classes. 

97 To be able to sustain local people living in the local area. 

100 As my children live and work in this area I would like them to have housing they 
can afford to stay here. 

101 Need to live in Lower Hope Ullingswick to work here. 

102 Would like to build a house here, to marry & raise my family & continue to work 
here. 

103 Need a house to work in this area – young people are the life blood of this area. 

104 More affordable houses for younger people, which in turn will help local 
services/schools etc, in my opinion. 

105 There is a great need for affordable homes in the countryside 

106 Affordable/starter homes on sites of less than 10 dwellings 

107 No 

108 No 

111 Build cheaper homes to buy  
ex starter homes 

112 There is a real need for starter homes 

113 I think the real need is for low cost housing.  We do not need homes that could 
become second homes. 

115 Good design, traditional or modern, is all important.  There should be none of 
the mass produced housing that aims to mimic Victorian or Edwardian housing 
that we see so much of, all out of scale, and no neo-Georgian adventures such as 
that which recently surfaced just near the Cross Keys at Withington.  Being in 
keeping should not be a design pre-requisite.  We are not in Pershore or 
Chipping Camden. 

116 Good design, traditional or modern, is all important.  There should be none of 
the mass produced housing that aims to mimic Victorian or Edwardian housing 
that we see so much of, all out of scale, and no neo-Georgian adventures such as 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

that which recently surfaced just near the Cross Keys at Withington.  Being in 
keeping should not be a design pre-requisite.  We are not in Pershore or 
Chipping Campden. 

117 Housing here is generally for retired, family left home, wanting a quiet life and 
sufficient funds to do what they want.  Low cost homes would have difficulty 
finding buyers as little work is available locally. 

119 Need to promote more low cost housing to encourage young families to stay in 
the area. 

121 Recognition must be given to availability of support services – medical care, 
transport, schools, employment – maintain balance 

122 Allowing infill would enable local young people to live in the area 

123 Allowing infill would enable local young people to live in the area 

128 Family houses needed near transport links and school – Burley Gate is 
preferential 

130 No 

131 No 

133 Options for young or with young families who live or were brought up in the 
village to have the option to purchase affordable housing 

134 The availability of public transport is an important factor in the location of 
housing. 

135 See Q1 re the importance of young families for sustainability, and Qs 4 and 5 re 
the importance of a variety of housing. 

136 Housing must be related to services, i.e. schools, shops, public transport, good 
access roads, pavements. 

137 In view of limited employment opportunities in the area future development 
likely to be for “retirement” use. 

138 Agreed as above 

140 Need for starter homes 

141 The housing should suit individual needs 

142 A mix of different size houses 

143 Families who have lived in the villages, their children should have the 
opportunity to either build or have affordable housing. 

144 Make planning more practical 

145 None 

146 None 

147 Has Herefordshire Council actually realised we are leaving the EU.  So, has 
anyone actually questioned this supposed need for all these houses in light of 
the referendum result?  However, lots of extra council tax for the Council to 
squander. 

148 With so many new houses being built how necessary is it, REALISTICALLY, to have 
all this new building.  Are the Government projections correct? 

149 Starter homes, smaller family homes, flats etc should be concentrated in an area, 
such as Burley Gate, where there are amenities and transport (buses).  This will 
assist people on low incomes. 

150 I honestly believe that enough houses will be built around Hereford which is far 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

better for starter homes etc.  I also think building too many in small villages is not 
going to help anyone.  Obviously the odd houses can be built for certain people 
who can afford it. 

154 N/A 

161 Much of the housing in Ullingswick is privately owned & quite expensive.  There 
is need for more low cost housing. 

162 No 

163 None 

166 No 

167 No 
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Q10: Do you have any other comments on traffic, transport and access?    

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

2 Road maintenance is poor, on both the A417 from the roundabout to Bodenham. 
Also the lanes are in a bad way.  

5 No.  

7 HGV through villages.  

8 Many lanes in the parishes are single track with passing places. This factor has to 
limit residential and non-agricultural development for safety’s sake and 
conservation of environment.  

9 Many lanes in the parishes are single track with passing places. This factor has to 
limit residential and non-agricultural development for safety’s sake and 
conservation of environment. 

12 Imperative that traffic is slowed and overtaking banned passing from Bromyard 
past Monkton Farm Shop and the entrance to Lyvers Ocle Farm and Ocle Mead 
before serious accident occurs. 

13 A lot more needs to be done to protect access in and out of the junction to Ocle 
Mead/Lyvers Ocle.  This is because traffic is overtaking by the junction which has 
caused a number of accidents and near misses. 

14 The above questions very difficult to comment on with present traffic problems, 
not pedestrian friendly and not cyclist friendly and difficult to envisage how this 
could be improved. 

15 No 

16 The maintenance of ditches and drains with special attention to flood prevention 

25 No 

26 No 

33 More footpaths for walkers. More signage for “hidden” bends, turns, etc. Regular 
bus service essential into Hereford. 

36 Speed limits in Monkton & Lyvers Ocle area to be closely monitored i.e. move 
deristricted sign nearer to the east 

37 Speed limits in Monkton & Lyvers Ocle area to be closely monitored i.e. move 
deristricted sign nearer to the east 

41 Wide and slow moving farm vehicles to be aware and avoid traffic build-up. 
Lighting on such vehicles to cover width (not two headlights in centre of vehicle – 
confusing & accident causing) 

42 Wide and slow moving farm vehicles to be aware and avoid traffic build-up. 
Lighting on such vehicles to cover width (not two headlights in centre of vehicle – 
confusing & accident causing) 

43 No 

48 We desperately need a more comprehensive bus service. Each year there are 
less buses. Not everyone has a car. 

49 We desperately need a more comprehensive bus service. Each year there are 
less buses. Not everyone has a car. 

51 None 

53 No 

55 Transport is bad, with one bus every few hours, between 7-45 then the next one 
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Ref 

Comment  

11-28 missing most of the villages – DRM – because it goes through Bishop 
Frome 

56 There are no Sunday bus services, and very few running through the day. The 
price for bus travel is also one of the highest in the country if you travel with 
DRM. 

57 “                                        “ 

58 “                                        “ 

63 Better footpath/pavement between Ocle Pychard turn and Burley Gate village. 

66 There are few footpaths in this locality.  More pavements are needed to allow 
residents to walk to the few amenities we have.  For those who do not have their 
own transport or do not wish to drive in bad weather winter months = isolation 

70 Traffic calming on the Ocle Pychard to Westhide/Withington road would be 
beneficial as it is used as a ‘rat-run’ at present and most of the drivers have a 
total disregard for anyone else on the road. 

74 New developments should fund highways improvement. 

75 Urgent need for Public Transport – Bus – Especially for older people in the 
community. 

76 A lot of traffic uses our narrow lanes, therefore developments should adjoin the 
main road system 

77 A lot of traffic uses our narrow lanes, therefore developments should adjoin the 
main road system 

78 A lot of traffic uses our narrow lanes, therefore developments should adjoin the 
main road system 

79 As Q6 – all development should have immediate access to main road and not to 
our lanes. 

80 As Q6 – all development should have immediate access to main road and not to 
our lanes. 

81 As Q6 – all development should have immediate access to main road and not to 
our lanes. 

82 As Q6 – all development should have immediate access to main road and not to 
our lanes. 

95 The existing roads in the villages are not suited to traffic at speed or high volume.  
Any development needs to be carefully thought through, so as to limit its impact 
on this already highly unsuitable and challenged resource. 

104 I hope adequate traffic surveys will be done to ensure our (poor) roads are up to 
taking more vehicles. 

105 A bus/public transport service would be good and/or electric car scheme. 

106 Subsidised public transport system is vital in all rural communities. 

107 No 

108 No 

111 More speed restrictions 

112 Pedestrian/cyclist access from new housing to current facilities must be given 
serious consideration. 

113 I wish something could be done about footpaths in Ullingswick.  Many are nearly 
impassable. 
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Ref 

Comment  

114 There is very little scope for walking around Ullingswick without danger or 
foot/bridle paths which are wet or overgrown. 

115 There are one or two stretches of road between Burley Gate & Bromyard, & 
between Burley Gate & Hereford which are quickly flooded in times of heavy 
rain, often right across the road.  These need to be rectified either by 
remodelling of the surface or improved, effective drainage.  They are always a 
nuisance but are difficult to see at night & dangerous. 

116 There are one or two stretches of road between Burley Gate & Bromyard, & 
between Burley Gate & Hereford which are quickly flooded in times of heavy 
rain, often right across the road.  These need to be rectified either by 
remodelling of the surface or improved, effective drainage.  They are always a 
nuisance but are difficult to see at night & dangerous. 

117 Lack of ditch clearance that causes roads to deteriorate 

121 Where roads unsupported on limited repair, weight & speed limits should be 
imposed.  Farm vehicles are increasing beyond safe provision on some existing 
lanes – needs control 

122 Most of the lanes in the area are single track only & consequently verges & 
ditches are damaged by the current volume of traffic.  Any increase in traffic 
volume can only make matters worse. 

123 Most of the lanes in the area are single track only & consequently verges & 
ditches are damaged by the current volume of traffic.  Any increase in traffic 
volume can only make matters worse. 

125 Traffic using the small roads around Ullingswick presents a significant concern.  
The level of heavy vehicles (tractors/lorries/horse boxes) presents a significant 
danger to pedestrians, especially as there are no speed restrictions. 

127 Essential to keep bridleways and paths maintained otherwise they will be lost 

128 Although it would be nice to have more path and cycleways the price would be 
prohibitive 

130 No 

132 Developments should have off-road parking facilities 

134 Need for 50mph limit on A417 past Ullingswick particularly to limit speed of 
vehicles coming from the Leominster direction.  Need for quieter road surface on 
A417 past Ullingswick. 

135 50mph speed limit on A417 as above.  New road surfacing on A417 between 
Burley Gate and Ullingswick junction required urgently.  
Pavement/footpath/bridleway maintenance also required constantly. 

137 Traffic calming measures e.g. 20mph speed limit needed in lanes – particularly 
through Upper Town which has become a “rat run”. 

138 Agreed as above 

141 Although it is important to be aware of pedestrian & cyclist safety, it is not 
practical to put a footpath or cycle lane in Ullingswick.  Further reduction of 
speed along past school/Burley Gate not considered necessary & not aware of 
any places on village roads which require speed reductions. 

142 Although it is important to be aware of pedestrian & cyclist safety, it is not 
practical to put a footpath or cycle lane in Ullingswick.  Further reduction of 
speed along past school/Burley Gate not considered necessary & not aware of 
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Ref 

Comment  

any places on village roads which require speed reductions. 

143 Our side roads will not cope with any more heavy traffic – mowing the verges are 
important 

144 Keep all roads up to good standard 

145 None 

146 None 

147 Why does the local farming community insist on using vehicles that are far too 
big for our narrow lanes.   This leads to severe roadside kerb damage which does 
not enhance our beautiful countryside and more importantly has destroyed 
many drainage ditches causing localised flooding 

148 Maintenance of roads needs to be carried out properly 1st time – e.g. potholes 

150 The villages are much busier than 15 years ago regarding traffic and the lack of 
respect for a lot of motorists towards horses & riders and pedestrians 

151 The villages are much busier than 15 years ago regarding traffic and the lack of 
respect for a lot of motorists towards horses & riders and pedestrians 

152 The difficulties caused by inexperienced drivers in under-powered horseboxes is 
a real problem 

153 There should be some restrictions on permitting larger vehicles (horseboxes, 
wide tractors, lorries) to use the narrow lanes, around Ullingswick in particular.  
The road verges are being worn away.  If there is further building development in 
the area, passing places will need to be installed 

154 Maintenance of roads – repairing potholes priority 

157 Comment below mirrors mine 

158 No more than to reiterate the concern of traffic on minor roads especially 
agricultural vehicles which often appear to be outside the legislation of normal 
road users by driving heavily loaded vehicles, too fast around blind corners using 
mobile phones 

161 Need for village speed limits 20-30mph 

162 As most village roads do not have room for footpaths, the only way to protect 
pedestrians is to limit the speed on those lanes 

163 I have no other comments on public transport because in Ullingswick, we don’t 
have any 

166 Without access to the above, it would be necessary to move house.  Without the 
ability to drive you would become a prisoner in your home unless alternative 
transport was available within easy reach 
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Q14: Are there any specific locations you think suitable for new, small scale employment 

development? If so, where, and why?  

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 No. 

8 No opinion.  

9 No opinion.  

15 No 

16 No 

25 No 

26 No 

34 Possible combination of work places on Monkton Farm 

41 No knowledge 

42 I do not know the area to comment 

43 No 

44 Lyvers Ocle Garden Centre. On an A road. Empty 

51 None 

53 No opinion 

55 No 

66 Brownfield sites already in existence. Encourage support of conversion of rural 
buildings for ‘light’ offices business (small scale) to bring work into the area. 

70 Opposite the Old Post Office at Burley Gate. Somewhere near Hilbrey Garage. 

76 Burley Gate main road access 

77 Burley Gate main road access 

78 Burley Gate main road access 

79 Land on Monkton Farm sight.  Good main road access. 

80 Land on Monkton Farm sight.  Good main road access. 

81 Land on Monkton Farm sight.  Good main road access. 

82 Land on Monkton Farm sight.  Good main road access. 

83 Monkton 

84 Anywhere by a main road/Burley Gate 

85 By a main road 

88 Burley Gate.  It’s the hub of the community & over the years I’ve seen the pub, 
Post Office & garage close down.  It would be awful if we lost anything else, like 
the school. 

89 Burley Gate.  It’s the hub of the community & over the years I’ve seen the pub, 
Post Office & garage close down.  It would be awful if we lost anything else, like 
the school. 

90 Not really 

91 Not really 

95 Existing small scale businesses should be encouraged, including traditional 
“family” farms.  Large scale intensive livestock or fresh produce operations 
generally provide little economic benefit to the community as a whole but have a 
disproportionate impact on village roads and environment. 

100 Lowdy Hall Farm – conversion of buildings & on land adjacent 
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Ref 

Comment  

101 Lowdy Hall Farm – conversion of buildings & on land adjacent 

102 Lowdy Hall Farm – conversion of buildings & on land adjacent 

103 Lowdy Hall Farm – conversion of buildings & on land adjacent 

104 No 

105 No. There are many farm buildings already available for conversion.  There is no 
need for new buildings. 

107 No 

108 No 

111 No 

113 It would be difficult in Ullingswick especially with the lack of high speed 
broadband despite the fibre optic cables! 

115 No 

116 No 

117 Anywhere along A465 – closer to Hereford 

121 Area behind school – opposite village hall = adjacent to services – ease of access 

122 No idea 

123 No idea 

130 No 

131 No 

137 Redundant farm buildings.  But no specific sites known. 

138 Agreed as above 

145 None 

146 None 

147 Any new employment development must be adjacent to a main ‘A’ class road to 
avoid further increases in traffic on the many ‘C’ class roads in our locality 

152 Along the A417 

154 N/A 

160 Monkton Farm Shop site – access/buildings 
Ex Council  smallholdings – access/buildings 

161 No opinion 

162 No opinion 

163 No 

166 No 

167 No 
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Q15: Do you have any other comments on jobs and the local economy?    

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 No. 

8 Support to existing business is important for continuity.  

9 Support to existing business is important for continuity. 

13 More needs to be done to keep young people in the area. 

15 No 

16 No 

25 No 

26 No 

41 No 

42 No 

43 No 

44 There are no jobs with a liveable wage. 

51 None 

53 No 

55 No 

76 No jobs! 

77 No jobs! 

78 No jobs! 

79 Very few jobs in Ocle Pychard, Felton & Ullingswick 

80 Very few jobs in Ocle Pychard, Felton & Ullingswick 

81 Very few jobs in Ocle Pychard, Felton & Ullingswick 

82 Very few jobs in Ocle Pychard, Felton & Ullingswick 

86 Better broadband! 

87 Better broadband! 

100 Young people need to stay in the area 

101 Young people need to stay in the area 

102 Young people need to stay in the area 

103 Young people need to stay in the area 

104 There is never going to be a booming local economy other than farming! 

105 There are many available places already for new small scale businesses.  There is 
no need to build anything new. 

106 The creation of jobs for small scale land workers is vital to the enhancement of 
bio-diversity and only possible with the provision of suitable affordable housing 
and building plots for self build live/work units. 

107 No 

108 More jobs needed – inc. part time. 

111 No 

113 No 

115 No 

116 No 

117 No 

121 Poor infrastructure now – needs firm base for improvements to follow 
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Ref 

Comment  

122 No 

123 No 

130 No 

131 No 

135 Transport and access need to be taken into account, as these cannot be taken for 
granted in a rural area. 

137 Small scale employment compatible with the local environment should be 
encouraged 

138 Agreed as above 

140 Encourage apprenticeships 

143 Rural areas need more buses to get people to work 

145 No 

146 No 

148 No 

149 No 

150 The availability of local jobs is going to be restricted compared to say Worcester 
or Hereford 

151 The availability of local jobs is going to be restricted compared to say Worcester 
or Hereford 

152 Encourage low environmental impact development e.g. designers, artisans and 
shared office space 

154 Improvement of broadband 

155 Small local business is a great advantage to villages and employs people 

156 Small local business is a great advantage to villages and employs people 

161 No 

162 No 

163 No 

166 No 

167 No 
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Q18:  If there are any particular local features, views or habitat areas that you think should be 

protected, please describe them below.     

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

2 Not to have huge sheds, like the Stone Farm, Felton – on the skyline, and for 20 
acres of land. Senseless.  

5 Yes. 

8 None specific. 

9 None specific. 

16 The small wooded areas, copses etc are a vital feature 

18 Local wildlife must be protected 

19 The views from the main road are important for tourism as it provides an 
attractive feature for the village. 

25 No 

26 No 

36 Only to protect views from properties that might be affected. 

37 Only to protect views from properties that might be affected. 

44 The whole area is beautiful countryside and should be looked after accordingly 

51 Views from my home and driveway – Lyvers Ocle 

52 The landscape courtesy of traditional farming 

53 No opinion 

55 Keeping some views from Holme Oaks towards Hereford, across over to the 
Black Mountains 

63 View to north-west from Ocle Pychard church 

66 The views & vista from Hillhampton have already been ‘blighted’ & interrupted 
severely by a number of huge metal sheds. We do not wish to have any more 
buildings in this area. 

70 Ocle Pychard church should be protected as it is a local landmark/feature that 
can be seen from the main road. 

76 Wildlife habitats should be protected and not built on.  Included in the 3 parishes 
there are many which house protected animals and wildlife.  These should never 
be destroyed. 

77 Wildlife habitats should be protected and not built on.  Included in the 3 parishes 
there are many which house protected animals and wildlife.  These should never 
be destroyed. 

78 Wildlife habitats should be protected and not built on.  Included in the 3 parishes 
there are many which house protected animals and wildlife.  These should never 
be destroyed. 

79 Farmland and land which supports wildlife.  In the 3 villages natural habitats 
need protection. 

80 Farmland and land which supports wildlife.  In the 3 villages natural habitats 
need protection. 

81 Farmland and land which supports wildlife.  In the 3 villages natural habitats 
need protection. 

82 Farmland and land which supports wildlife.  In the 3 villages natural habitats 
need protection. 
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85 Avoid development on Ridge Lines and Hills where visible across valleys 

86 Ullingswick is very special.  While some minor development is ok the entire area 
should be protected. 

87 Ullingswick is very special.  While some minor development is ok the entire area 
should be protected. 

100 No 

101 No 

102 No 

103 No 

105 Hedges between fields. 

106 All hedges could be managed less drastically, hedgerow trees protected and 
more planted. 

107 No 

108 As per previous question.  ALL. 

109 Three Rivers Ride 

111 Woodland, when removed replant 

114 Valley between Stonehouse Farm and Pullen’s farm 

115 Mature trees at Ocle Pychard, & the vicinity of Ocle Court.  The vicinity of Lower 
Hope.  The hamlet of Ullingswick & views towards it, & towards Shortwood, from 
Bleak Acre.  The woods between Little Cowarne & Shortwood, on the south side 
of the NDP boundary.  The woods along the NDP boundary between Ullingswick 
& Moreton Jeffries, close to Tack Farm, & the view towards them from the A417. 

116 Mature trees at Ocle Pychard, & the vicinity of Ocle Court.  The vicinity of Lower 
Hope.  The hamlet of Ullingswick & views towards it, & towards Shortwood, from 
Bleak Acre.  The woods between Little Cowarne & Shortwood, on the south side 
of the NDP boundary.  The woods along the NDP boundary between Ullingswick 
& Moreton Jeffries, close to Tack Farm, & the view towards them from the A417. 

117 Too many lovely positions with matching views that need to remain as is. 

121 Extend conservation area to encompass areas adjacent to Ullingswick Church – 
up to old 3 Crowns as area of outstanding natural beauty 

122 All woodland, hedges & meadows 

123 All woodland, hedges & meadows 

132 Woodland, hedges, trees 

134 View across fields from Ullingswick to Burley Gate.  Moreton Wood 

135 As above.  Also areas around Ullingswick and Felton churches 

137 The general open nature of the landscape based on long established farmsteads, 
fields & woodland should be preserved.  Any 10+ dwelling sites should be placed 
to respect that balance. 

138 Agreed as above 

147 Mature trees and hedgerows since in Ullingswick many metres of hedgerow and 
mature trees have been, and are being, removed in recent years, way in excess 
of the permitted quantities.  Roadside verges systematically destroyed by large, 
badly driven tractors.   Why are all the verges in the area of Pullen Farm 
completely devoid of any vegetation? 

148 Ullingswick Ponds at Lower Hope Farm, beyond church. Woodland wherever 
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Comment  

149 Moreton Wood & other woodlands/hedges 

150 Permanent pasture areas 

151 Permanent pasture areas 

154 N/A 

161 Moreton Wood, Mess’s wood 

162 Moreton Wood and area surrounding track leading to Moreton Wood from 
Wilden Bank 

163 No comment 
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Q21: Do you have any other comments on conserving and improving the local environment?  

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 Not sure.  

8 Sadly litter and fly tipping is a major problem and is worsening. Only option is self 
help in keeping our lanes clean.  

9 Sadly litter and fly tipping is a major problem and is worsening. Only option is self 
help in keeping our lanes clean. 

15 No 

16 No 

25 No 

26 No 

33 I would like to see more natural habitats created, especially for the benefit of 
pupils at BG school, as well as for residents. Playing/sports field/park. 

41 No 

42 No 

43 No 

51 Use materials for conversing and improving the environment that are 
environmentally sustainable. 

53 No 

55 Better pathways, kept weed free, and a new bus shelter at Ocle Pychard turn 
stop. 

66 Restriction on large agricultural building. Making sure ditches are cleared.  Grass 
verges should be maintained a) to make it easier for pedestrians to walk  b) to 
maintain road vision.  We could have litter clearing days to encourage the 
community to keep their environment clean & to mix with one another 

74 Encourage all new builds & extensions to have solar panels and or ground heat 
pumps as standard (where appropriate) 

76 New builds should adjoin the main roads not our narrow and dangerous lanes.  
More white van drivers and big vehicles use lanes a lot.  Now very dangerous to 
use as pedestrians, cyclists etc 

77 New builds should adjoin the main roads not our narrow and dangerous lanes.  
More white van drivers and big vehicles use lanes a lot.  Now very dangerous to 
use as pedestrians, cyclists etc 

78 New builds should adjoin the main roads not our narrow and dangerous lanes.  
More white van drivers and big vehicles use lanes a lot.  Now very dangerous to 
use as pedestrians, cyclists etc 

79 No developments where local flooding occurs.  Reduce vehicle traffic along our 
lanes.  Keep natural habitats. 

80 No developments where local flooding occurs.  Reduce vehicle traffic along our 
lanes.  Keep natural habitats. 

81 No developments where local flooding occurs.  Reduce vehicle traffic along our 
lanes.  Keep natural habitats. 

82 No developments where local flooding occurs.  Reduce vehicle traffic along our 
lanes.  Keep natural habitats. 

84 Keep developments to Burley Gate where all the facilities are; plus main road 
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Comment  

85 Main developments should be near main roads & regular bus routes 

86 The whole area is very beautiful and special – this must be protected. 

87 The whole area is very beautiful and special – this must be protected. 

94 Encourage and support farming.  Also encourage home/work businesses. New 
pub/inn in Ullingswick 

97 No 

104 Provide better bus services, giving people the option not to use their cars, saving 
on the amount of car journeys/CO2  pollution. 

105 Insulation of homes is more important for reducing carbon emissions than 
provision of renewable energy.  All new business buildings should be highly 
insulated and use renewable energy. 

106 The provision of land for live/work units to encourage smallholders/market 
gardeners.  To manage the land organically, to enhance bio-diversity.  After all it 
is the farming community that is trusted to conserve the environment. 

107 No 

108 No 

109 Roads need improved maintenance programme. 

111 No comment 

113 I would like to see some of the drivers of large farm machinery respect verges 
and hedgerows. 

114 Clearance of verges important, along with hedges 

115 The trees and woods I have referred to should have preservation orders applied 
to them as soon as possible to protect them from removal in advance of the 
conclusion of this NDP project.  Similarly, the types of enterprise I have referred 
to in answer to Q1 should not be permitted and restrictions applied also in 
advance of this NDP project. 

116 The trees and woods I have referred to should have preservation orders applied 
to them as soon as possible to protect them from removal in advance of the 
conclusion of this NDP project.  Similarly, the types of enterprise I have referred 
to in answer to Q1 should not be permitted and restrictions applied also in 
advance of this NDP project. 

121 Better preservation & enforcement of footpaths, rights of way.  Regular 
maintenance of ditches.  Reduce use of plastics/polytunnels. 

122 While allowing a limited amount of infill development, it is critical to retain the 
peaceful rural nature of the area.  Therefore very important to avoid both noise 
& light pollution. 

123 While allowing a limited amount of infill development, it is critical to retain the 
peaceful rural nature of the area.  Therefore very important to avoid both noise 
& light pollution. 

129 Broadband speed needs improving 

130 No 

131 No 

134 Maintenance of footpaths requires more attention, including fixing broken stiles, 
removing overgrown vegetation & installation of fencing to prevent horses 
churning up the paths & preventing locked gates. 
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Comment  

135 As above.  A number of paths are impassable, especially the bridleway between 
Criftage and Sheepcotes (Ullingswick), blocked by locked gates.  Others are 
overgrown or indistinct, and footpaths churned up by horses. 

145 No improvement needed.  We are lucky to live in a beautiful area which is 
respected by all. 

147 It is difficult to conserve the local environment when the local farming 
community do not appear to be at all concerned with this particular objective 

148 Individual infill would be a good use of land.  A block build at Burley Gate would 
be good for infrastructure, buses, village shop & school.  A new doctors’ surgery 
would be required as current surgery already overloaded. 

149 No 

152 Stop the b----- horseboxes 

161 New developments should have mains drainage if possible 

162 There should be mains drainage for any new development on the main roads 

163 None 
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Q23:  Do you think that more leisure and recreational facilities are needed?  Please tell us how and 

where this could be achieved.  Are there any other community services you would like to see 

provided, if possible? 

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 Not sure. 

8 No opinion.  

9 No opinion.  

11 Pub and restaurant at Burley Gate 

12 We could do with a better, more convenient and regular bus services 

13 Bus services need to provide better night time access so that people can get 
backward and forward into Hereford for hospital, nightlife access. 

15 More buses and travelling library 

16 Broadband is currently very poor. Action to protect the local bus service is vital. 

19 A communal field for recreational events would be beneficial could be included 
in development of larger housing development. 

25 No 

26 No 

27 Children’s playground near the school to use parking? 

28 Children’s playground near the school to use parking? 

33 As Burley Gate is the “hub” of our community, it could benefit from a meeting 
place for residents, and a more “permanent” village shop. 

34 A cafe in BG would reinforce BG as the hub of the community. 

42 I can’t see any possibility 

51 No more are needed. 

53 Some way of ensuring that the elderly of the parish are looked out for – a sort of 
“Pensioner Watch”. 

55 No 

56 We would benefit from a better cheaper bus service, so we could access the 
facilities in Leominster, Bromyard, Ledbury, Hereford. 

57 “                                        “ 

58 “                                        “ 

59 No 

66 A playground, likely place close to the school & pre-school.  A pub! Where people 
can relax and get together. A social committee. Much Cowarne have a number of 
groups and social activities to my knowledge our community do not have any. 

70 1) Ocle Pychard has nowhere for social gatherings other than Burley Gate V 
Hall so a village hall would be appreciated. 

2) Ocle Pychard has no village notices board so having one situated up next 
to the post box on the turning of A465 to Ocle Pychard & Westhide 
would be most gratefully received. 

74 A new village hall, better parking & facilities (inc. heating!) 

75 Drop in centre/meeting place 

76 Better bus service.  New bus shelter. 

77 Better bus service.  New bus shelter. 

78 Better bus service.  New bus shelter. 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

79 No. Better bus service.  Maintain main roads/pavements and lanes in a better 
manner 

80 No. Better bus service.  Maintain main roads/pavements and lanes in a better 
manner 

81 No. Better bus service.  Maintain main roads/pavements and lanes in a better 
manner 

82 No. Better bus service.  Maintain main roads/pavements and lanes in a better 
manner 

83 Better parking for the school/hall & shop 

84 Larger car park for village shop 

86 Footpaths for walking should be protected and kept up 

87 Footpaths for walking should be protected and kept up 

88 If more footpaths/dog walks were identified, maybe a cafe/coffee shop at a 
suitable position in Burley Gate/Ocle would be nice.  It would encourage more 
visitors to the area.  Possibly incorporating a farm shop too. 

89 If more footpaths/dog walks were identified, maybe a cafe/coffee shop at a 
suitable position in Burley Gate/Ocle would be nice.  It would encourage more 
visitors to the area.  Possibly incorporating a farm shop too. 

90 There used to be a lot of use made of the hall but this seems not to be the case 
so much.  Such a shame. 

91 There used to be a lot of use made of the hall but this seems not to be the case 
so much.  Such a shame. 

93 A community village ‘Green’ for summer cricket, football, rounders.  A play area 
for children. 

104 Better public transport, a village pub and a better stocked shop with 
better/longer opening hours are what I would like to see provided. 

105 No more leisure etc, facilities needed.  Possibly a community car share scheme?  
Or some public transport scheme. 

108 No 

111 More reliable bus services please 

112 There are few sports facilities in the immediate area. 

113 I am not sure further leisure and recreational facilities would be viable 

115 This is a question for younger people.  However, a golf course would be an asset.  
Tack Farm is currently for sale & has land that could be used for a start. 

117 A larger community shop, near to new builds in an appropriate position – not 
sure our community is large enough to support the economics of such a facility! 

121 Mobile library restored – particularly for elderly & disabled.  Protect pubs from 
change of use.  Recycling facility at shop. 

122 Increased use & events at Burley Gate Village Hall 

123 Increased use & events at Burley Gate Village Hall 

124 In the last 10 years Ullingswick has lost its shop, post office and pub.  It 
desperately needs a new focal point other than St Luke’s Church.  Possibly a cafe 
or small part-time shop? 

125 Not in this area.  I consider there are adequate facilities at reasonable travelling 
distances and the cost of providing them locally is not good financial sense. 
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Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

128 Flicks in the Sticks at Burley Gate Village Hall 

130 No 

131 No opinion 

132 A cafe, restaurant, pub, sports facilities if more development at Burley Gate 

135 Bus shelters in Burley Gate and at Ocle Pychard junction. 

145 Bring back the village pub 

147 No. If you want leisure and recreational services go and live in a town or city. Do 
not try and turn the countryside into this type of environment. 

148 Doctors’ surgery at Burley Gate as existing surgery at Bodenham under pressure 

150 Really miss the local pub atmosphere. Closure of so many is a real blow 

151 Really miss the local pub atmosphere. Closure of so many is a real blow 

154 N/A 

161 No opinion 

162 No opinion 

163 No comment 
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We have tried to cover what we think are the main issues in this questionnaire.  If we have missed 

anything you think should be included, please tell us below.  Remember, the NDP will be in place 

for the next 15 years, so it is important that everything is covered.   

Questionnaire 
Ref 

Comment  

5 Not sure.  

16 The issue of flooding in the southern edge of Ocle Pychard is of some concern. 
This house flooded 1998, 1999 & 2007. The reasons are complex but changes in 
agricultural land use, lack of ditch and drainage systems play a major part. 

38 Doctors/Dentist  How will they cope with extra patients. 

41 A village pub with a Michelin star restaurant would be a big plus! 

52 We must be “open” to change otherwise we will die. Keeping the beauty of the 
landscape while allowing business to thrive is crucial, along with providing 
housing that is affordable for those working locally 

55 To keep bus’s running, and a better timetable, because I don’t think one bus 
company will still be going, forever, 5-10-15 years. May stop all together – some 
good. Building new homes when the transport is so bad, its all right if you have a 
car (having no car is very hard) 

66 I would firstly like to thank all those involved in the NDP.  I appreciate your 
efforts & understand this will be a mammoth, difficult task which I know is taking 
a great deal of your time.  Residents in this community who have not been here 
for generations have moved here as it is renowned for its outstanding natural 
beauty. Lets not see it blighted by those who may see this as a window for 
turning land into large building plots.  A number of listed/historical houses and 
potential barn conversions have now been surrounded by huge metal eyesores.  
They could have made beautiful homes but are now worthless .  Sites could be 
identified as building plots as long as they are not too near other residential 
buildings.  Houses such as those opposite the old Post Office are not in keeping 
with the rural area. Oakright or Border Oak houses would not only be ‘in 
keeping’ but would add to the beauty of the area. 

74 There are many poorly maintained lanes that should not have more houses built 
along unless they are widened and improved – access by vehicles is important. 
More broadband! 

76 1.  Need social houses that should be for local families to buy 
2.  Do not need infill houses that have no value to our communities 
3.  Protect our wildlife habitats, both known and not disclosed through fear of    
destruction by development 
4.  Any doubt about adverse impact on our communities i.e. flooding, should not 
support building houses. 

77 Ocle Pychard, Felton, Ullingswick should not become havens for developers who 
contribute nothing other than their profits to our longstanding communities. All 
new developments must support our countryside and not erode natural 
resources.  Development should enhance our communities not destroy them. 

86 We worked from home here running our own business for many years.  The way 
for a rural area to go is to encourage this form of working (which will happen). 
Broadband essential.  Farming very important. 

106 Q11 – All economic development particularly agriculture should only be 
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permitted where they show they enhance, not decrease, bio-diversity. 
 
Q17 – All farmland should be managed in a way which enhances the 
environment. 

108 Capability of septic tanks and drainage must be taken into account. 
Capability of lane infrastructure must also be taken into account. 

109 We have planning permission for our ‘Dutch’ barn granted as part of a wider 
development which has been commenced. 
 
We may wish to convert the barn to living accommodation at a later date. 
 
Millington, The Glade, Ullingswick  HR1 3JF 

121 Need to ensure GP practices can sustain increase in population.  Size of new 
builds can affect this.  Access to pharmacy albeit delivery service desirable.  
Particularly for young families/elderly.  Bus needs increasing.  Better broadband 
essential.  Designated support worker for lonely elderly albeit voluntary 
delivered.  Roads need regular attention, reduce speed. 

127 Felton would be an ideal place for development as it is underpopulated 

136 The choice of the neighbourhood area itself seems illogical. 
The majority of clients of shop, school and village hall must live in Much 
Cowarne, so why could the area not have taken this into account? Presumably, 
Much Cowarne’s views about shop, school and village hall are irrelevant! 

152 The 1 to 4 numbering is contra-intuitive and many people will complete the 
questionnaire the wrong way round 

157 This is simply a positive comment so not of much constructive use.  But I have 
found this questionnaire to be an excellent balance of simple and interesting & 
yet pertinent & comprehensive. 

163 To me it’s a no brainer.  Burley Gate is the obvious choice for new development.   
Ullingswick has no facilities, small country lanes, no public transport, certainly no 
place for starter homes and no mains drainage 

 
 


